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INTRODUCTION
THE INTRODUCTION OF SCREW-STEAMERS in 1863 profoundly changed the Newfoundland seal fishery (Figure 1). Offshore sealing has essentially two components
— the search, or “hunt,” for the resource, followed by the actual harvesting. This
paper examines the impact steamers had on both, and thus the industry as a whole.
To understand better the new strategies that emerged after the adoption of steam
powered vessels, it is useful to examine the history of the trade, income sharing, and
fundamental characteristics that remained relatively unaltered through the transformation from sail to steam.

INDUSTRIAL HISTORY
To capture harp seals from shore, the early inhabitants of northeastern Newfoundland and southern Labrador developed two techniques — the use of nets and traps
(Head 1971; Sanger 1977; Sanger 1998a). Towards the end of the eighteenth century, merchants and investors in St. John’s and the larger Conception Bay communities fitted out sailing vessels for offshore sealing (Wilson 1866, 287. Ryan 1994a
provides the best overview of the trade. See, also, Bonnycastle 1842; Busch 1985;
Candow 1989; England 1969; Greene 1933; Kean 1935; Ryan 1994b; Ryan 2007;
Sanger 1973; and Sanger 1998b). The first were fishing schooners designed priNEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR STUDIES, 23, 2 (2008)
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marily for use in the newly established Labrador floater cod fishery (Black 1960;
Butt 1998; Cuff 1991; Ryan 1971; and Ryan 1986). This dichotomy — sealing vessels for two months of the year and otherwise employed for ten — is illustrated by
the fact that of 50 ships which cleared for the ice from Harbour Grace in 1867, 36
also participated in the Labrador fishery at the end of the sealing voyage (Ryan
1971, 52). The success of these two complementary activities was rapid. The number of skins exported, for example, increased from less than 5,000 in 1793, to
81,000 in 1805, 281,000 in 1819, and 687,000, the highest number ever reported, in
1831. By the early 1850s, however, the sailing vessel endeavour had reached its
peak due to over-exploitation (Figure 1).
St John’s-based merchants hoped that steamers, with more reliable propulsion,
greater size, extra strength, larger crews, and steam-powered deck equipment would
reinvigorate the industry. The vessels immediately demonstrated a superior ability to
contend with the challenges and dangers posed by southward flowing pack ice that
for three to four weeks each spring became the breeding ground for migrating harp

Figure 1. Newfoundland seal fishery (1800-1899): Annual averages.
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seals, the principal target of the industry (Figures 2 and 3; Illustrations 1, 2, 3, and 4).1
Unable to compete, schooners quickly gave way to screw-steamers. Although faster
and more reliable access to the resource and enhanced harvesting capabilities
brought a brief resurgence, continued over-exploitation and ineffective legislation
soon caused the industry to decline at an even faster pace than had occurred prior to
1863.

INCOME SHARING
Proceeds during the sailing vessel period were divided among sealers, masters, and
owners according to pre-arranged agreements. Merchants/owners supplied “all the
boats, sealing gear, powder, shot and provisions, in consideration of which they are
entitled to one half the seals, old and young” (Carroll 1873, 9). The captain, if an
owner, received “four pence to six pence for each seal the vessel brings in, or one
shilling to one shilling and three pence per cwt. [112 lbs.] according to the agreement that may be made between them previous to the commencement of the voyage” (LeMarchant 1848, 148). Normally, the remainder was shared equally among
all members of the crew. Ordinary sealers were usually paid in both kind and cash.
In 1828, for example, Philip Gosse recorded that “each man was allowed to take up
goods on credit of the voyage, to a certain amount, perhaps one-third, or even
one-half, of his probable earnings” (Gosse 1890, 48).
Sealers on ships that had poor voyages, consequently, were left in debt to the
merchants as they signed notes for the goods, or “crops,” they received in advance.
Additionally, since demand invariably exceeded supply, applicants were often required to pay “a sum varying from ten shillings to thirty-five shillings for being allowed to proceed in the vessel, which is called Berth Money, each man has to find a
gun, or pay the hire of one and also has to find twenty-five sticks of firewood for
fuel while on the voyage” (LeMarchant 1848, 148).
In 1806, at the beginning of the offshore fishery, sealers could expect to earn
“from £25 for their few weeks’ work” (Head 1971, 337). By 1819, however, Anspach
noted that the expected earnings could range from only “nine to twelve pounds sterling per man” (Anspach 1819, 423). As newer and bigger vessels, each carrying
larger crews, were introduced, the costs and risks of failure in the face of a rapidly declining resource, grew correspondingly greater. In the absence of substantial increases in the price of seal products, profits and wages continued to decrease
throughout the middle decades of the nineteenth century (Sanger 1973, 186).2
Steamers, on the other hand, were more expensive to purchase, fit out, and operate. Sealing companies, therefore, increased their share of the pelts from
one-third to one-half. For the most part, however, sealers no longer had to pay berth
money, though cropping continued to be fairly common.3
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As long as crew sizes and the number of steamers remained relatively small,
there was an immediate increase in wages. In 1865, for example, the 120 sealers
in the Wolf individually earned $92.00, while in 1868 the 128 crewmen sailing in
the Lion made $120.00 each. By the late 1880s, however, average earnings had
declined to approximately $30.00 (for full details, see Sanger 1973, 183-98). Although certain vessels, as during the sailing period, were known to be “good iceboats” and many captains had earned the reputation of being successful “Jowlers,”

Figure 2. Yearly frequency of ice cover for selected dates: 1964-1968.
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Figure 3. Harp seal breeding areas and ranges.
the individual sealer’s chance of making a paying voyage could vary widely
from year to year. The seal fishery, consequently, continued to be in fact and
perception a lottery. The amount sealers could earn, then, increased dramatically following the introduction of steamers. This trend, however, was brief and
within less than half a century wages and profits were again in a state of decline similar to that which had been evident towards the end of the sailing vessel era.

FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS
Personnel Organization
After leaving port, the first task during the sailing vessel era was the division of a
ship’s company into three watches. Except in cases where all hands were needed
to work the ship, they rotated, with “master-watches” acting as mates when on
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Illustration 1. M.V. Carino in pack ice off northern Newfoundland: 1972.

Illustration 2. Mature harp seal: 1972.
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Illustration 3. Newly-born harp seal pup: 1972.

Illustration 4. Whitecoat patch: 1972.
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duty. While even the largest sailing ship seldom carried more than 50 sealers,
steamer crews often exceeded 300 men. They therefore had at least four watches
rather than three, with each larger than the entire crew of a sailing vessel (Vey
1971, personal communication). In 1840, for example, the brigantine Topaz carried 36 sealers divided into three 12 man watches (Jukes 1842, 259). Even after
legislation restricted crew size towards the end of the nineteenth century, up to
270 men could still be hired (for full details on the evolution of sealing legislation,
see Ryan 1994a).
Individual watches were fairly homogeneous in terms of kinship and community ties during the sailing vessel era, as the entire crew would have been generally
well known to master-watches. On steamers, however, the practice, of necessity, was
more arbitrary, with men normally chosen in rotation from the ship’s list. Although
sealers were provided with an opportunity to “change over,” they had to have “the
master-watch’s permission. Sometimes he’d oblige, sometimes not” (Kean 1971,
personal communication). Each watch, in turn, was subdivided into smaller units under quarter-masters, or “deck-routers,” while sealers were hired as gunmen, gunmen
without guns, and “batsmen,” the largest and least skilled category (Maxwell 1874,
265).

Killing and Harvesting: Equipment and Techniques
Initially sealers used boat hooks or gaffs, which also functioned as aids and safety
devices when working on loose and fragmented ice, to club the whitecoat pups,
crushing the skull. Though less often, they also sometimes employed simple homecarved wooden clubs, or bats (Archibald 1852, 4). This practice continued until
1967 when the Canadian government, in response to pressure from groups such as
the International Fund for Animal Welfare, prohibited the use of the gaff. Only
whitecoats could be killed by a blow to the head, beaters and mature harps normally
fled into the water at the approach of a sealer and thus had to be shot with “sealing
guns,” a less-efficient practice.4
An experienced sealer, using what is effectively a butchering or carving
knife, could remove a pelt, or “sculp” — the fat, hide, and fore flippers as one assembly — from the carcass in less than a minute (Sanger 1972, personal observation; Illustration 5). Besides the stone and steel needed to keep knife edges sharp,
sealers also carried ropes for collecting and dragging pelts. Depending on weight
and distance, an average tow consisted of three or four sculps (Perry 1971, personal communication; and Sanger 1972, personal observation). Although increased maneuverability offered by the steamers reduced this component of a
sealer’s on-ice workload significantly, towing remained an integral part of the industry (Illustration 6).
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Illustration 5. Newfoundland sealer (M.V. Carino) with whitecoat pelt (sculp):
1972.

ACCESS TO THE WHELPING PATCH
Sailing Vessels
Despite the fact that there was a long-lived prejudice against employing vessels
over 60 tons, as they were considered too big and too heavy to prosecute the fishery
successfully, in an attempt to gain an advantage over their competitors more enterprising owners began to build and fit out larger sailing vessels during the early part
of the nineteenth century (LeMarchant 1848, 147). It soon became clear that they
performed better in ice (Chafe 1924, 22). By 1857, just six years prior to the introduction of the first steamer, several sailing vessels exceeded 200 tons burden
(Hatton and Harvey 1883, 248).
While larger ships could carry more sealers, an advantage in the harvesting of
the resource, the major reason owners invested the additional capital was the larger
vessels’ ability to gain more reliable access to the whelping patch before the
whitecoats had matured into beaters. According to Levi Chafe, a long-time compiler of statistics about the industry, the first improvement was higher masts to
catch the wind in ice. To gain the full benefits of every breeze, no matter how light
and temporary, vessels were fitted out for sealing with square top-sails. Smaller
two-masters had extra rigging attached to the foremast and were called “Beaver Hat
Men,” while the bigger ships, with top-sails on each of their two or three masts,
were known as “Jack Ass Brigs” (Chafe 1924, 17).
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Illustration 6. Towing pelts — 1972 and c. late nineteenth century.
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Because sailing vessels were designed primarily for fishing, their hulls had to
be modified each spring. Bows, for example, were covered with hardwood sheeting, ideally greenheart (British Guiana timber), but more frequently, especially in
the beginning, sealers used local hardwoods such as birch. In most instances, reinforcements above and below the water line were added to at least three-quarters of
the ship’s length. The bows were further strengthened with iron plates. Additionally, false beams were laid out at approximately eight-foot intervals to help offset crippling lateral pressure compressing ice could bring to bear.
Holds were also modified. Heat generated by pelts stowed below and natural
decay, when combined with the ship’s motion, could cause cargos to shift, placing
vessels at risk, especially in rough seas. Such was the case in 1840 when the 130-ton
schooner Topaz sank because the captain failed to take proper precautions (Jukes
1842, 279). It became standard practice, therefore, to subdivide the hold into
“pounds” — smaller compartments — which restricted movement and ensured,
through an elaborate loading procedure, that the centre of gravity would remain relatively stationary.5 Throughout the first half of the nineteenth century, then, the
seasonal fitting out of sailing vessels for the seal fishery and the subsequent removal of these devices prior to the beginning of the Labrador cod fishery contributed significantly to the economies of St. John’s and many of the east coast
communities stretching as far north as Notre Dame Bay (Figure 4).
Men hired during the sailing vessel period were both sailors and sealers, the
former role being all important as they competed to be first in the whelping patch.
To intercept successfully harp pups being carried southward on the ice floes, masters were usually forced to enter the pack soon after clearing port (Figure 2).6 Progress northward depended to a large degree on ice (quantity and composition), wind
(direction, strength, and duration), temperatures, and currents.7 Facing difficult and
often dangerous conditions, captains, as one participant explained in 1842, “accordingly crowded all sail, and cracked on with a fresh breeze, urging way now
through slowly yielding pans, now sailing gallantly through an open lake of water,
and then crashing into a great sheet of ice, splitting it with a mighty fissure, but
brought up ourselves all standing and top-gallants set” (Jukes 1842, 264).
Newly formed ice offered relatively little resistance thus permitting the use of
“rams” (Figure 5) — two poles approximately ten inches in the butt and six inches
at the other end connected to the bow and joined together beneath the bowsprit
(Greenham 1971, personal communication). The whole apparatus could be raised
or lowered by means of a spring tackle (Peddel 1908, 6). Sealers, using the rams for
support, would “jump and dance on the ice and breaking it with their weight, shoving it below the vessel, and dragging her on over it with all their force” (Jukes 1842,
262).
If the ice was loose and fragmented, “pokers” and boat gaffs helped clear a
path. As vessels penetrated further into the pack, navigation normally became more
difficult. Crew members used axes, ice-saws, and chisels to cut channels and all
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Figure 4. Location map.
hands helped to tow and winch the ship forward.8 Under extreme pressure, sticks
were lowered to act as fenders (Bonnycastle 1842, 143) and berths, or “beds,” were
often cut into larger pans in an attempt to provide safe refuge (Figure 6).
Progress through the ice pack depended largely upon a master’s knowledge
and experience. The ability to be among the first to reach the resource, however,
was also governed to a large extent by the efforts of the crew, who were motivated
by personal pride, reputation, and the promise of greater financial reward. As one
observer explained, the most successful captains had “the best men, and the hardest-working, showing the sterns of their vessels to the others, who were thus forced
to give them best” (Greene 1933, 16). Interestingly enough, masters and crews
were often reluctant to take advantage of a competitor’s hard won gains as “it was
beneath their pride to steer in another man’s channel, and when it came to ice saws
and rams, it was the hardest worker who won the day” (Chafe 1924, 16). By the late
1850s, a rapidly expanding fleet of increasingly larger sailing vessels crewed by
more knowledgeable and experienced captains and men caused the size of the harp
seal stock to decline dramatically. Before a sustainable participation level could be
re-established, however, steamers were introduced in 1863.
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Figure 5. Sailing vessel equipped with rams.

STEAMERS
The appearance of two Scottish steam-powered whalers on the Newfoundland sealing grounds in 1862 acted as the catalyst.9 Two local companies, recognizing the
superiority of the new technology, purchased ice-strengthened, screw-steamers in
time for the following season. Walter Grieve and Company bought the Wolf, built
by Alexander Stephen and Sons, Dundee, and Baine, Johnston, and Company obtained the Bloodhound from Greenock owners (Dundee Courier, 23 January 1863;
and The Newfoundland Express, 28 February 1863). By 1867 there were eight
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Figure 6. Schematic sketch of a ship’s bed.
steamers crewed by 128 sealers on average, compared to the 40-50 men carried on
the very largest sailing ships. Within four years, ten per cent of all sealers were employed on steamers (Andrews and Parker 1971, 9) and by 1883 the number of sealing schooners clearing from St. John’s had declined from approximately 100 prior
to 1863 to “some half-dozen” (Hatton and Harvey 1883, 251). Twelve years later a
knowledgeable commentator noted that “the sealing vessels have now nearly all
been superseded by steamers, from 300 to 600 tons, carrying from 150 to 280 men
each” (Tocque 1895, 192). Altogether, 58 wooden steamers participated in the
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Newfoundland seal fishery between 1863 and 1906 when steel vessels first appeared.
Since the technical knowledge, expertise, and facilities required to build
steamers was not available in Newfoundland, their introduction had an immediate
and negative effect on the local shipbuilding industry. Within the seal fishery, itself, individual crew sizes quadrupled. The total numbers of ships, owners, masters,
and sealers, however, once again dropped dramatically (Figure 1).
All of these changes were brought about primarily by the steamers’ enhanced
ice navigation ability, the principal characteristic differentiating them from their
sail-powered competitors.10 As masters and crews gained experience in their use,
initial catches improved significantly. In 1866, for example, the Bloodhound was
the first to return with 10,000 pelts and just two years later three steamers exceeded
that number (Chafe 1924, 48).
While sailing vessel owners were annually responsible for expensive fitting
out and decommissioning costs associated with having to adapt fishing schooners
for the seal hunt each spring, steamers were built specifically for sealing and whaling in ice infested waters (Sanger 1980; Sanger 1988). In 1874, for example, Lieutenant William Maxwell, a Royal Navy navigation officer, participated in the
Newfoundland seal fishery as an observer on board the Bear. His report to the Hydrographer of the Admiralty included a detailed description of the unique characteristics that made steamers particularly suited for ice navigation (Maxwell 1874,
264-7; see also, Greene 1933; Grenfell 1897; McGrath 1903; Nansen 1925; Pearce
1917; Tait 1939; and Willey 1907). The Bear, 463 tons, was built at Dundee, Scotland, by A. Stephens and Company. Heavy oak timbers were used in her construction and the entire hull was encased with an ice-sheathing of three-inch, greenheart
planking. The bow was further protected by iron plating. The rudder and propeller
were, of course, also strengthened and protected.
Additionally, steamers, with their greater speed, required stronger reinforcements forward. While modifications to the bows of sailing vessels were temporary,
the pounding which steamers took meant that their “fortifications” were permanent. Stems were also sharper with gentler pitches that helped propel them upwards
and forward onto the ice, thus breaking the floes with their weight. Without these
attributes a ship was not considered a good ice-boat. As Fridtjof Nansen complained of the Magdalena, “her bow was not well shaped for going through the ice;
it was too vertical, so that she could not run up on to the floes, while it strained the
ship too much when she charged them” (Nansen 1925, 143).
The full potential of the steamers was not immediately realized. While this
initially was due primarily to a relative lack of power, it can also be attributed to
the inexperience of the captains and men who had learned their trades on sailing
vessels. They soon recognized the limitations and strengths of the new technology, however, and were quick to adapt proven ice navigation techniques and
strategies. Aubyn Pearce, for example, a sealer on the steamer, Osprey, recorded
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in his diary on Sunday, 17 March 1867, that they had “about sixty men ahead with
a rope and twenty on the shears, with them and full steam we have loosened her”
(Pearce 1917, 18). Shears were similar to the rams which had been used by schooner crews, being simply two spars which were “crossed and lashed at one end and
suspended from the bows with heavy chains that cross from the bowsprit-cap and
one of the other ends on each side from the cat-head. They were intended for men
to jump on from the ice when coming on board, or as a temporary resting-place
when breaking the ice from the bows or guiding the vessel, and for these purposes
man-ropes are slung and a ladder led from the bulwarks to them and the ice”
(Maxwell 1874, 265).
The relatively small number of sealers carried by a sailing vessel also meant
that in most instances only one task could be performed at a time. Steamer crews, on
the other hand, sometimes exceeded 300.11 Consequently, separate groups could be
deployed simultaneously cutting, sawing, using pokers and gaffs, and towing. Additionally, steamer captains introduced entirely new techniques designed to take
advantage of the larger number of men they commanded. When attempting to
breach particularly difficult stretches of ice, for instance, crews were set running
from rail to rail in unison causing the ship to roll. Such was the case in 1882 when
Nansen, captain of the Viking while jammed in ice on 2 April, “sent a message to the
other vessels, asking them to provide extra hands to help in ‘rolling’ the ship”
(Nansen 1925, 128).
The new technology provided additional advantages. In the competition for
crew, masters were able to hire the most capable and experienced sealers. Not
only were steamers less likely to get jammed, thus easing workloads, but the
chance that they could make paying voyages increased significantly. The
Reverend Moses Harvey offered an indication of just how keen competition for
berths had become by the early 1870s when he explained that “the great anxiety
now is to get a place on board one of the steamers, the chances of success being
considered much better than on board a sailing vessel. The masters of the steamers are thus able to make up their crews of picked men” (Harvey 1873, 249).
While sailing vessel captains still had relatively easy access to men, they were, for
the most part, older, not as strong or robust, less experienced, and not as highly
motivated as those they had been able to employ prior to 1863. This placed them
at an even greater disadvantage when, as noted previously, a paying trip required
a first rate effort from the entire crew.
As older steamers were replaced by larger and stronger vessels with more powerful engines towards the end of the century, the disparity between them and the
dwindling number of sailing ships became even greater. In 1873, consequently, the
Newfoundland House of Assembly, in an attempt to preserve the generally equitable nature of the industry,12 passed legislation making it mandatory for sealing
steamers to remain in port until 10 March, while sailing vessels were permitted to
sail a week earlier (An Act to Regulate the Prosecution of the Seal Fishery 1873).
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Such measures, however, were too few, too late, and ineffective, and by the 1880s
“the days of the sailing-ships were over, and, out of date and obsolete, even the most
tenacious gradually gave up the unequal contest; finding all their gallant striving
useless, and only serving at the best to reach the seals when already cleaned-up by
the yearly-increasing numbers of their far more powerful rivals” (Greene 1933,
48).

ON-ICE KILLING AND HARVESTING: TECHNIQUES AND
STRATEGIES
Sailing Vessels
Depending on temperatures, currents, and wind, ice floes can vary between heavy
and closely packed, the most difficult to contend with, and light and loose, normally offering the best chance for success. Natural environmental conditions,
then, and the concentration, shape, and extent of the whelping patch, dictated
how a sailing vessel’s crew was deployed. When navigation was severely restricted, for example, men often had to range over considerable distances to
reach the whitecoats. Sealers usually worked in pairs or larger groups as a safety
precaution and to assist one another drag individual tows over hummocky and
difficult ice (Jukes 1842, 275). The number of sculps collected depended on
how far a sealer could travel and return safely to the ship with a tow before darkness set in. When the seals were scattered over relatively large areas of loose
floe ice, however, a number of crewmen remained on board to sail the vessel,
with the rest “following her and clearing off the seals on each side as [they] went
along” (Jukes 1842, 274).
On-ice movement of sealers was often restricted by open leads of water. Small
boats were then used, a potentially dangerous practice. Sealers could be stranded,
for instance, should the floes become heavily packed and/or weather conditions deteriorate, as occurred in 1873 when the schooner Deerhound “lost twenty-four men
out of fifty-six. They had been sent off in boats among the ‘open’, or scattered, ice
to cruise in the watery lanes and thus conduct the hunt impossible on foot”
(McGrath 1903, 8).
Sailing vessel captains attempted to position their ships centrally within the
whelping patch. Crews could then “clean” the adjacent area in relative safety, with
the “territory” that could theoretically be harvested under ideal conditions being a
circle centered on the ship (Figure 7). The actual working area, however, was determined by variables such as the size and shape of the whelping patch, ice conditions,
and the position of other vessels (Figure 8).
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Figure 7. Generalized movements of a sailing vessel and crew in a harp seal whelping patch.

STEAMERS
Following the introduction of steamers it seldom became a question of whether or
not the whelping patch would be breached before the whitecoats had dispersed, but
rather just how long would a crew have before they were joined by their competitors. Killing and processing efficiency, consequently, became increasingly important if the first arrivals were to gain full benefit of what were often short-lived
advantages.
As watches were approximately the same size as a sailing ship’s entire crew,
steamer captains were forced to develop new deployment strategies to minimize
duplication of effort. In so doing, they effectively quadrupled the area that could be
harvested (Figure 9). The practice that quickly evolved required watches to be put
over the side at strategic locations. As each would likely be further from the ship for
longer periods than during the sailing era, master-watches now carried compasses
and knew generally where their vessels would be working should foul weather
threaten, for example, or if the floes became more closely packed delaying the
steamer’s return. After the fourth watch had been deployed, the captain would then
proceed to the area being worked by the sealers dropped off earlier in the day (Figure 10). While master-watches had general instructions as to how their men were to
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Figure 8. Generalized movements in a linear whelping patch.
be deployed, they effectively had full control until all were safely back on board
which potentially could be from daylight to nightfall.
With a watch normally able to kill all of the whitecoats in its immediate area
before the steamer returned, the practice of “panning,” or “bulking” — the gathering of pelts in central locations to facilitate collection (Report of the Commission of
Enquiry into the Sealing Disasters of 1914, 1915) — became increasingly more important. Should time permit, master-watches were expected to set their men “doubling,” an entirely new practice which required pans to be consolidated even further
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Figure 9. Relative territory controlled by a sailing vessel and steamer (generalized).
to facilitate collection (Figure 11). Steam-powered deck equipment such as winches
and steel whip lines also offered advantages not previously available (Figure 12).
Although sailing ship crews sometimes panned pelts, sealers more often had to
drag their “tows” directly to the vessel (Jukes 1842, 275). It was not until steamers
had been successfully introduced that bulking became common because they
“could go around and chase after you when she put you off, but the sailing vessel
couldn’t” (Vey 1971, personal communication).
The new techniques and strategies, while being more efficient, increased the
possibility that larger numbers of men could be stranded. A master’s ability to interpret changing environmental conditions thus became more important for both success and crew safety. While steamers eased an individual sealer’s workload, men
were now frequently required to be away from the relative security of their ship for
longer periods. William Coaker, a member of the Newfoundland House of Assembly sailing on the Nascopie as an observer in 1914, for example, reported on 19
March that the last group of sealers had not been picked up until well after dark (The
Daily Mail, 13 April 1914).
To better reduce risk, masters frequently left small, open boats with each
watch. This practice not only made it easier and safer to work in loose ice, but they
also provided protection against wind and cold when placed on their gunnels, and
could be used “as a mark to find the spot if it was late before [the sealers] could be
picked up” (The Daily Mail, 19 March 1914). Because it was not always possible to
collect bulked seals before nightfall, men with lanterns were used to mark pans. An
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Figure 10. Daily steamer operations in the whelping patch (generalized).
indication of just how dangerous this could be is provided by Captain George
Barbour, who, testifying at the magisterial inquiry into the 1914 Newfoundland disaster, explained that “they don’t stay on the pans, they come aboard again, but
sometimes they can’t get aboard because the ice gets loose and it is risky that way”
(1915, 34).
Altogether, then, steamers could make on-ice harvesting more hazardous than
during the sailing vessel era. In 1898, for example, 48 men perished when open water prevented them from returning to the Greenland which had become jammed,
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Figure 11. The panning process (generalized).
and in 1914 78 sealers from the Newfoundland froze to death when they were
stranded on the ice for two full days and nights during a blizzard.13
Wastage also increased. As a knowledgeable St. John’s commentator complained in 1873: “At the lowest calculation I make bold to state that not less than
from ten to twelve thousand pounds of currency worth of seals’ pelts is lost to the
country each sealing voyage by the present system carried on by sealing masters
and their crews!” (Carroll 1873, 34) Additionally, conflict between masters and
crews increased as captains often took pelts panned by their competitors on the
pretext that they had been “irretrievably lost.” Captain L. Kean, a 30-year veteran, for example, noted that “sometimes you were blamed for taking other ship’s
seals, but everyone did this, especially in the night” (Kean 1971, personal communication).
Increasingly forced to work in close quarters, masters developed the practice
of having men “run-out” flags to “stake a claim” to as much of the whelping patch
as possible. In 1972, for example, harvesting “corridors” were established by
placing “marks” at regular intervals and by killing any whitecoats that lay directly in their path (Sanger 1972, personal observation; Figure 13; and Illustration 7). Captains, by mutual consent, were then expected to stand off a “fair
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Figure 12. Technology in pelt collection: the whip line and power winch.
distance.” The interpretation of what constituted a fair distance, however, depended upon factors such as the size and shape of the whelping patch, the number
of vessels working in the area, and the quality and quantity of pelts already safely
stowed below deck.
Additionally, while each captain’s primary objective was to maximize profits,
they were often conflicted between putting pelts safely stowed below at risk by taking additional chances should they be “poorly fished.” On-ice clashes between
competing watches thus became more frequent. As one seasoned sealer noted:
“Yes, I see lots of fights. They’d run out with flags as fast as they could and try to
stake out territory. Another fellow would come right alongside. As long as they got
a seal was all that mattered” (Kean 1971, personal communication).
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Figure 13. Staking sealing territory (generalized).

CONCLUSION
Sailing vessels represented a seasonally adjusted technology that changed sealing
from a relatively passive and opportunistic economic activity into an important
commercial venture, second only to the salt cod trade (for full details see Ryan
1994a). Whereas harp seals previously had been ensnared in nets while migrating
south in late fall and early winter or when chance occurrence caused whelping and
moulting herds to be carried onshore, settlers along the northeast coast of the island
began actively to pursue whitecoat patches on the southward flowing pack ice in the
early 1790s. By the middle of the nineteenth century, however, the unregulated
sailing vessel hunt had become, in a sense, too successful and annual average and
total catches began to decline.
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Illustration 8. Canadian sealing fleet in whelping patch off northeastern Newfoundland: 1972.
Before a more sustainable balance could be established between the scale of
the effort and the pace of resource utilization, steam-powered vessels were introduced in 1863, significantly improving their ability to locate the severely depleted
stock. Their greater maneuverability in pack ice also radically altered on-ice harvesting strategies and practices.
While the steamers’ ability to better cope with the difficulties and dangers
posed by the natural environment initially increased average and total catches significantly (Figure1), in the long-term they proved to be too efficient. Within two decades, over-exploitation again caused the Newfoundland harp seal fishery to
decline at an even faster pace than prior to 1863. This in turn profoundly changed
the character, scale, and scope of the industry. Higher capital and fitting out costs,
combined with escalating profit uncertainty, forced smaller outport merchants and
entrepreneurs along the island’s northeast coast to withdraw, and St. John’s emerged
as the dominant residential centre for vessel owners. Fewer ships, masters, and men
participated, and the boundaries of regions representing owners, captains, and ordinary sealers also shifted dramatically (Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Newfoundland sealing regions: 1863-1875 and 1876-1899.
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Notes
1

Each year’s extent and pattern of ice distribution off southern Labrador and along the
northeast coast of Newfoundland are the result of temperatures, currents, and prevailing
winds. Within a season, however, the largest single determinant of the relative day-to-day location and character of the pack is the strength, direction, and duration of local winds. For a
detailed discussion of environmental factors that affected both access to the whelping patch
and how whitecoats were subsequently killed and pelted see, Sanger 1973, 54-87. Pregnant
harp females in the western North Atlantic swim northward in February in search of suitable
birthing ice. Naturally gregarious, they form large groups and give birth at approximately the
same time each year, so the young seals (whitecoats) are born in close proximity. The harp
pup loses its coat of white downy hair within three to four weeks and is then known as a “ragged-jacket” before becoming a “beater” (first-year), and “bedlamer” (two to four years).
Sexually mature at approximately four years, adult harps (so-called because of markings on
their backs: Illustation 2) have an average life span of over 20 years. For full details on how
the success and failure, indeed the very nature of the Newfoundland seal fishery, have been
influenced by the habits and character of the resource see, Sanger 1973, 29-53. In most years
the whelping herd is dispersed by currents and winds as the season progresses, thus making
early access an essential ingredient for success. Landsmen used nets to ensnare harps of all
ages. The offshore industry, however, concentrated on whitecoat and, to a lesser extent,
moulting patches. This continued until 1983 when the Canadian government, in response to
international pressure, outlawed the killing of newly whelped pups, (for full details, see
Barry 2005 and Malouf 1986). Although the industry is frequently referred to as the Newfoundland seal hunt, this is somewhat misleading in that, while the search for the resource
can be likened to a “hunt,” the killing and pelting that follow are essentially a harvesting or
gathering processes. The latter, in fact, is the most appropriate term, as the former implies
human intervention in “preparing” the animal for harvesting. Following local practice, both
are used interchangeably in this paper.
2
Profits and wages, as during the subsequent steamer era, reflected fluctuating, but
generally declining pelt prices, all determined by variables such as the condition of a vessel’s
cargo, the proportion of young to old, date of return to port, the total number taken by competitors, variability in European and American markets, and the substitution of seal oil with
other illuminants in light houses, homes, and the mining industry. For a full discussion on the
impact steamers had on sealers, captains, and owners, including the “income” information
provided in this section, see Sanger 1973, 174-99.
3
“They [the sealing companies] would give you a crop, that was nine dollars. You
might want a suit of oil skins. Boots you had on your own, and then a kettle for tea aboard the
ship. A couple of pounds of tobacco. When you came in you had to pay twelve dollars. You
didn’t have to take a crop, but everyone needed it” (Kean 1971, personal communication).
4
For a full account of the anti-sealing movements that arose in the 1960s and led to
significant changes in the industry, including permission to use the Norwegian “hakapik,” a
bat-length implement with a spike and blunt edge, see Barry 2005; Malouf 1986; Ryan 2007;
and Sinclair, et al. 1989.
5
The type and use of ballast was also an important differentiating feature between sailing vessels and steamers. In schooners, for example, rocks and stones gathered over the winter were stored in the middle pounds so that those on the sides, or “wings,” could be loaded
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with pelts first. The ballast in the ship’s centre would then be replaced with pelts, thus guaranteeing a relatively safe trim at all times. The same procedures were followed on steamers,
but with coal being used both as ballast and as a source of power.
6
The departure of the sealing fleet was invariably a memorable occasion. The crews
were joined by able-bodied men from the community and surrounding area as they cut a
channel through the harbour ice. The throng was usually fortified by a plentiful supply of
“spirits.” Merriment, singing, and overall good fellowship permeated this activity, giving it a
festive mood often encouraged by vessel owners. H.F. Shortis, for example, a knowledgeable commentator, recalled such a “cutting-out” during the mid-1860s “when the British
Band was employed” (The Evening Telegram, 1 March 1924). Once in the pack, the overall
plan of action was to work northward as best they could along the “Old Cow’s Path” — the
area lying between the Funks and Belle Isle (Sanger 1973, 96).
7
Depending upon environmental factors, the floes can vary between the two extremes
of heavy and closely packed, the most difficult to contend with, and light and loose, normally
offering the best chance for success (Sanger 1973, chapter 3).
8
Hawsers were used to tow the vessel. If circumstances prevented this, however, grapple hooks were laid out on the ice ahead to warp the ship along (Jukes 1842, 262). In this
manner they strove “to reach the seal-meadow by cutting through the intermediate fields of
ice” (Anspach 1819, 422). Steam-powered deck winches greatly lessened the burden of this
aspect of on-ice work.
9
In 1857 Hull and Peterhead entrepreneurs, in an attempt to revitalize the ailing
Northern whale fishery, introduced screw-steamers (the best overview of British involvement in Arctic bowhead whaling is provided by Jackson 1978. For Scottish participation, see
Sanger 1985). Although they immediately enjoyed a measure of success, a lengthy period of
experimentation which included the deployment of two steamers on the Newfoundland sealing grounds in 1862 was necessary before Dundee companies and masters were able to develop strategies that enabled them to realize their potential (for full details see Sanger 1980
and 1988).
10
Steamers initially were little more than auxiliary sailing vessels. The first two, the
Wolf and Bloodhound, for example, were powered by only 30 and 40 horsepower engines respectively. It was not until 1896 that the Merlin, purchased by A.M. Mackay, St. John’s, generated 100 horsepower (Greene 1933, 268). The advantage of a consistent source of power,
however, no matter how limited, was sufficient to cause a rapid decline in the number of sailing vessels fitted out for sealing.
11
Even after legislation had been passed in an attempt to restrict personnel numbers
towards the end of the century, up to 270 men could still be hired. For a detailed account of
the evolution of sealing legislation see, Ryan 1994a.
12
Profits for virtually all aspects of the fishery had previously been shared among a
relatively large number of owners, masters, and sealers spread over a coastal area ranging
from St. John’s in the south to Fogo and Twillingate to the north. Steamers required significantly greater capital investment and annual fitting out costs. Only the largest firms, therefore, were able to “weather the worst of the chill financial winds which ruffled the sealing
ledgers from time to time” (Keir 1962, 122). There was, consequently, a less equitable sharing of at least part of the profits, for by the end of century there were only eight companies, all
located in St. John’s, whereas during the sailing vessel era almost every community along
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the northeast coast of the island shared in the benefits offshore sealing offered (Chafe 1924,
67).
13
For information on the Greenland incident, see Grenfell 1898; Harrington 1977 and
1986; and Ryan 1994a, 306-7. The Newfoundland and Southern Cross disasters were investigated by a Commission of Enquiry (Report of the Commission 1915). Cassie Brown
(1972), using this information and interviews with survivors, provides an excellent account
that outlines the complex set of circumstances that caused more than a hundred of the Newfoundland’s crew to be marooned on the ice for two full days and nights, and the suffering
they endured (78 died).
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